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Step Wisely on Snow and 
Ice 
TRAINING OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES 
Overview:  Covers some of the basic hazards of snow and ice when outdoors. 
Purpose:  Remind employees to be cautious when outside during the winter to reduce injuries. 
Preparation:  Read and become familiar with this Quick Take. Change as needed to reflect 

procedures and personnel in your department. 
Handouts:  Step Wisely on Snow and Ice—Quick Review of Safety. 
 
Step Wisely on Snow and Ice 
Minnesota winters can have some of the most challenging weather in the continental U.S., which 
means the maintenance staff has a considerable job just keeping walkways and parking lots cleared 
of snow, salted or treated. Before taking your first step outside, remember to take special 
precautions to avoid slipping and falling. Your health and safety is important to us; we don’t want 
you to get hurt. 

Know the Hazards 
• Snow-covered ice 
• Black ice [Instructor Note: this is especially problematic in parking lots with idling vehicles or 

equipment where the heat melts the snow by the engine and it refreezes near the doors.] 
• Uneven surfaces 
• Untreated sidewalks and parking lots 
• Hidden objects in the snow 

Prevention 
• Look ahead when you walk; know where the snow and ice hazards may be. 
• Stay on cleared walkways as much as possible. Taking shortcuts through snow and other frozen 

areas can be dangerous. 
• Wear shoes or boots that provide traction on snow and ice. Avoid boots or shoes with smooth 

soles and heels. You can always change out of boots into dress shoes once you are inside. This 
can also help prevent dress shoes from suffering salt stains or damage. 

• Walk carefully: Keep hands out for balance; take slow, short steps; and keep your head up. 
• Keep hands as free as possible. Use a shoulder bag or other accessory to free up your hands. 

A MINI TRAINING SESSION FOR INJURY PREVENTION 

Quick Take on Safety 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
This document is intended for general purposes only and should not be construed as legal or coverage advice on any specific matter. 
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Take Action 
When you see unsafe conditions, including untreated walkways and parking lots, report them to 
maintenance or another appropriate person immediately. If conditions cannot be addressed 
immediately, consider other methods to alert people to the hazard, such as caution signs and cones. 
Slipping and falling on ice can cause serious injuries that may take months to heal. Following a few 
simple steps can reduce your chances of slipping and falling. 
 
Discussion Questions 
• What else can we do to prevent slips on snow and ice? 
• Do we have any particularly hazardous areas? How can we better address these? 
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Step Wisely on Snow and Ice Session Planning 
and Review 
Trainer  Training 

Date 
 

Department(s)  
 
TRAINING GOALS 
• Employees are reminded of hazards related to snow and ice. 
• Employees follow best safety practices to avoid injury. 
• Employees report hazards or unsafe conditions to prevent additional injuries. 

RESOURCES 
• Minnesota Counties Intergovernmental Trust, Step Wisely Winter Slip, Trip and Fall Prevention campaign 

materials, MCIT.org/step-wisely/ 

REVIEW 
Did the training meet the stated goals? 

How can the training be improved? 

TRAINER COMMENTS 
  

https://www.mcit.org/step-wisely/winter-slip-trip-and-fall-prevention/
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Attendance Record 
Training Session Step Wisely on Snow and Ice 

Trainer  Training Date  
 
Participant Name (printed) Participant Signature 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 


